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OUT OF THE MOUTHS 
OF BABES

Design, Layout, and Photography by Brad Claypool (brad.claypool@davidccook.com)

This month we’re looking at the environment of COURSE CORRECTION. This environment 
flows out of Hebrews 12:11–13 and is the direct opposite of punishment. Instead, biblical discipline 
encompasses a season of pain, a building up in love, and a vision for a corrected path for the 
individual with the purpose of healing at its core. 

Most people probably think this sounds like a painful process. And it can be! When we 
find ourselves “off course” in life, sometimes just the realization that we’re wrong can be 
painful. Sometimes the consequences of our decisions can be painful. However, God has 
a way of using our mistakes and missteps to make us beautiful and powerful examples of 
His love. We pray your family will experience the healing and restoration God brings to His 
children.

We believe that the Holy Spirit is God’s chosen teacher. It is He who causes spiritual 
growth and formation when and as He chooses. As such, we have articulated 10 distinct 
environments to create in your home. We desire to create spiritual space, which we refer 
to as an environment, in which God’s Spirit can move freely.

Michelle Anthony
Family Ministry Architect

David C Cook

 Follow Michelle: @TruInspiration

I was a flurry of movement, filled with thoughts and overwhelmed 
by expectations. I recklessly tossed cereal bowls in front of 
the kids and then ripped the bowls away, barely giving the kids 
enough time to eat. I sent them upstairs to dress, brush their teeth, 
and comb their hair. And, as always, the youngest could not pull 
off this task without my direct supervision.

Ready for the final dash to school, I raced around the house 
grabbing coats and shoving homework into backpacks. I wrestled 
my kids out the door, got them in the van, threw it into reverse,  
and backed out of the driveway.

But once on the street, I couldn’t get the van to stop. I was racing 
backward in reverse over yards and driveways, barely missing toys 
and children. No matter how hard I pressed the brake or tried to 
shift gears, I couldn’t change course. I was racing out of control  … 
and then I woke up. 

As I recounted my dream to my girls that morning, I exclaimed, 
“That was a crazy dream, right?”

My youngest daughter, who was 10 at the time, responded, 
“Mom, I think God is trying to show you that you need some 
course correction. You seem to be racing in every direction but 
toward Him.”

I admit, I slowed down enough to heed her wise words.

by Dawn Heckert

editor’s choice

“When I get 
off track, 
God offers 
me a path of 
healing.”
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EDITOR’S NOTE

Living in the environment of COURSE 
CORRECTION is most likely not at the top 
of any of our lists. However, it’s an important 
environment to grasp because we live in a 
broken world and will all experience the pain 
of having our courses corrected multiple times 
in our lives. The beauty is, we don’t stay there! 
God in His infinite grace and mercy builds 
us up in His love and sets us back on track. 
Thankfully, He gives us fresh starts!   

In this month’s issue of HomeFront, the 
thread that continued to pop up with most 
of our writers seemed to be the “fresh start” 
that God gives us after we have our courses 
corrected. The CREATE section (page 9) 
this month calls to our attention the verse 
in Psalms that says God removes our 
transgressions far from us—as far as the east 
is from the west. The east and west run in 
different directions, which means the two can 
never meet. Once we’re forgiven of a sin, God 
forgets it forever!

Our GOD’S WORD article (page 18) focuses 
on the biblical narrative of how God course 
corrected His people, the nation of Israel, as 
recorded by the prophet Zephaniah. Your family 
will identify the three steps of course correction 
as you read through these verses of Scripture 
together. You’ll clearly see how much God loves 
Israel and gives them a new beginning.

We’re excited to highlight Krochet Kids 
in our TAKING ACTION article (page 22) 
this month. The article was written by Sarah 
Goodfellow. Sarah, her husband Blake, and 
their four children moved to Peru three years 
ago to be a part of this amazing organization. 
Their passion for this project was evident as 
they gave up the comforts of living in southern 
California to invest in the employment and 
empowerment of the people of Peru. 

Our continued prayer is that HomeFront will 
provide the resources you need to spiritually 
parent your children and be encouraged and 
inspired along the way. 

Debbie Guinn
Senior Managing Editor
David C Cook
debbie.guinn@davidccook.com

Loving HomeFront?

Let’s Be Social!

This Spiritual 
Parenting resource 
can be sent directly 

to your inbox for 
FREE every month!

Subscribe today at

HomeFrontSPHomeFrontSP HomeFrontSP HomeFrontSP

HomeFrontMag.com
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Memorizing Scripture can be an incredible 
practice to engage in as a family. But words 
in and of themselves will not necessarily 
transform us; it is God’s Spirit in these words 
who transforms. We come to know God more 
when we’re willing to open our hearts and 
listen to His Holy Spirit through the words we 
memorize. Have fun with this verse, and think 
of creative ways to invite your family to open 
up to God as they commit the verse to memory.

FAMILY VERSE

Remember to have fun! Strive to make 
each gathering unique to your own 
family as you enjoy spending time 

with God and each other.

3

Look through HomeFront and see 
what stands out. Choose two or 

three experiences you would like to 
incorporate into your family times 
each week. Don’t feel burdened to 
complete all the activities at once, 
but carefully select which ones will 
fit your family best. This resource 
provides your family with more 

than enough experiences to create 
transforming environments in your 

home throughout the month.

2

1
Start by deciding on a day and time 
that work well for your entire family. 
It can be an evening, afternoon, or 
morning. Just commit to building 

this time into your family’s natural 
rhythm. It’s usually best to build this 

time around a meal.

ONE
TWO

THREE

HOW TO USE 
FAMILY TIME ...

It’s as easy as

FAMILY TIME

Family Time
ideas!

• 
BE

CA
USE OF THE •

G
R

EAT IS YOUR FAIT
H

FU
L
N

E
S
S
.

LoRd’s

gReat love

THEY ARE NEW
FOR
HIS

NEVER

FAIL.

COMPASSIONS

every morning;
we are not consumed,

Lamentations
3:22-23
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family time

capturing the season

FAITHFULNESS
WREATH

Being confident of this, that he who began 
a good work in you will carry it on to 
completion until the day of Christ Jesus. 
Philippians 1:6 
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family time

capturing the season

Having our course corrected can feel as 
though that season of pain will never end. 
But in his letter to the Philippians, Paul 
reminds us that God will be faithful to 
finish the work He starts in us. We’ll get to 
the other side of our pain, and God will be 
faithful to set our feet on a corrected path 
and give us a fresh start. 

Birds don’t just remind us of spring and 
new beginnings; they also remind us of 
God’s faithfulness. Matthew 6:26 says, 
“Look at the birds of the air; they do not 
sow or reap or store away in barns, and yet 
your heavenly Father feeds them. Are you 
not much more valuable than they?”

This month, allow this wreath to be a 
tangible reminder that God will be faithful 
to complete the work He’s begun in you and 
your family.

by Debbie Guinn 

What you’ll need:
Foam wreath • Yarn • Craft or hot glue • Faithful Bird cutout 
Hole punch • Scissors

What you’ll do: 
Begin by tying the end of a spool of yarn to the foam wreath. Then, wrap the yarn around the wreath to cover it 
completely. When you’re done, tie off the end of the yarn. Cut out the Faithful Bird (see below) and use the hole-
punch to make two holes in the top. Tie a small piece of yarn around the wreath, and then thread the yarn through 
the holes in the bird to connect the bird to the wreath. Hang the wreath in a prominent place in your home.

“Great is Thy faith-
fulness,” O God my Father, There 

is no shadow of turning with Thee; Thou 
changest not, Thy compassions, they fail not As Thou 

hast been Thou forever wilt be. “Great is Thy faithfulness!” 
“Great is Thy faithfulness!“ Morning by morning new mercies I see; All I have 

needed Thy hand hath provided— “Great is Thy faithfulness,” Lord, unto me! Summer 
and winter, and springtime and harvest, Sun, moon and stars in their courses above, Join 

with all nature in manifold witness To Thy great faithfulness, mercy and love. Pardon for sin 
and a peace that endureth, Thine own dear presence to cheer and to guide; Strength for today and 

bright hope for tomorrow, Blessings all mine, with ten thousand beside! “Great is Thy 
faithfulness,” O God my Father, There is no shadow of turning with Thee; Thou 
changest not, Thy compassions, they fail not As Thou hast been Thou forever 

wilt be. “Great is Thy faithfulness!” “Great is Thy faithfulness!“ Morning 
by morning new mercies I see; All I have needed Thy hand hath 

provided— “Great is Thy faithfulness,” Lord, unto me! Summer 
and winter, and springtime and harvest, Sun, moon and 

stars in their courses above, Join with all nature in 
manifold witness To Thy great faithful-

ness, mercy and love. Pardon 

C U T
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family time

storytelling

The last of the snow had finally melted as Eleanor and her family hiked 

through the wildlife refuge. New life was abundant after a long winter, 

and it seemed to Eleanor that God was showing off His very best work. 

Everything was bright and vibrant, from the butterflies dancing in front of 

her nose to the white daisies under her feet. Already her new Christmas boots 

were covered in mud, but she didn’t mind. Eleanor felt more like a tiny child 

experiencing spring for the first time than the mature 10-year-old she was.  

“Don’t wander too far ahead, Eleanor,” her father called, “and remember not 

to pick any of these flowers because they’re protected.” She nodded and made a 

mental note to bring a camera next time to better record each detail of the path.  

She skipped and sang “This Is My Father’s World” in her head as she searched the 

horizon, desperate for a glimpse of some unsuspecting deer or perhaps a tiny 

bunny. Her parents lingered a few paces behind, holding hands and chatting.

Then Eleanor discovered the most perfect wildflower she’d ever seen. An 

almost-black center faded into violet at the flower’s edges, and its green stem 

had two perfect leaves on each side. Eleanor gasped when she saw it and knew 

she needed to document it. But how? She’d forgotten her notepad and camera at 

home, and already her parents were beginning to catch up. She knew they’d head 

home soon, and her chances of ever seeing this flower again would fade away.  

Eleanor felt conflicted because she knew picking flowers in the wildlife 

refuge was against the rules, but she really wanted this flower. Eleanor 

couldn’t bear it. Swiftly she bent down, broke the perfect stem, and stuffed the 

tiny flower into her coat pocket. She released a small breath and felt a prick 

in her heart as she walked back to her parents. No one would ever know. But I’ll 

know, she thought. And God knows. Eleanor felt ashamed about what she’d done, 

and when she looked up at her father, she began to cry.  

“What’s the matter, sweetie?” he asked. She cried a little more as she confessed.  

When she finished, her father bent down and gave her a hug. “Eleanor, it seems to 

us you understand that what you did was wrong. Not only did you break a rule, 

but you also planned to keep a secret from us. God asks us to be honest with one 

another and to obey our parents.”

“But when we get off track, God gives us a path of healing,” Eleanor’s dad said. 

“By telling us the truth, you’ve made it right. We don’t approve of what you did, 

but we’re proud of you for telling us right away. That feeling you had in your 

heart was a way God helps you to know right from wrong. Your mom and I hope you 

learn to listen to that feeling and let it guide you to stay on the right path.”

Eleanor agreed, and she promised to honor God as her guide from that day on.

by Sarah Carter

A PATH TO
HEALING
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create
family time

WEATHER
VANES

What You’ll Need:
Scissors • Acrylic or tempera paints

Thin cardboard (such as the side of a cereal box)

Paintbrush • Unsharpened pencil • Sand or gravel

Empty soup can • Paint pen or permanent marker

Clay • Pen cap • Masking tape • Compass

As far as the east is 
from the west, so far 
has he removed our 
transgressions from 
us. Psalm 103:12 

What You’ll Do: 
• Cut an arrow out of the cardboard. It should be 
approximately six inches long. 

• Cut a circle out of the cardboard, making the circle 
slightly larger than an end of the can.

• Paint both pieces whatever color(s) you’d like, but avoid 
darker colors on the circle. Let dry. 

• On the circle, mark the directions north, northeast, 
east, southeast, south, southwest, west, and northwest 
(N, NE, E, SE, S, SW, W, NW). 

• Poke a hole in the middle of the circle, making the hole 
large enough for the pencil to fit through. 

• Push the pencil through the hole, eraser side first. 

• Stick the eraser into a small ball of clay and place it in 
the bottom of the empty can. 

• Put sand or gravel into the can to stabilize it. 

• Tape the pen cap to one side of the arrow. Place the 
pen cap/arrow over the unsharpened pencil end. 

• Ensure that the arrow is level and can spin freely on 
the end of the pencil. 

• Using the paint pen or permanent marker, write Psalm 
103:12 on the side of the can and let dry.

Psalm 103:12 reminds our children that when they sin and get off track, God doesn’t want them to dwell on their mistakes. He 
desires for us to repent and move forward on the corrected path. And as parents, we know God will help us guide our kids back 
to Him. He’s forgiven their sins as well as ours. This month, have fun making this weather vane with your kids. Whenever the 
wind blows, you and your kids can go outside to discover the direction from which it’s blowing. Then be reminded that God has 
removed your sins as far from you as the east is from the west.

When the wind starts blowing, take your weather 
vane and your compass outside. Use the compass to 
make sure that the N on your weather vane is actually 
pointing north. Then observe which direction the wind 
is blowing from. Each time you see the weather vane, 
use it as an opportunity to remind your child of the 
verse and the truth held within it.

by Angelina Pavone
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family time

prayer

GOD KNOWS
YOUR HEART
When I was in the fourth grade, I stole some sunflower seeds.  

We were at the grocery store—my mother, sister, and me. In the 
produce section were barrels of cracked, unsalted nuts you could 
purchase by the pound—pistachios, almonds, walnuts, pumpkin 
seeds, and sunflower seeds. In each barrel was a scooper, but I 
opted for a good old-fashioned hand grab from the “build your own 
granola” station. 

At first, when my mother asked what was in my mouth, I played 
squirrel. Tucking seeds behind puffed cheeks, I answered, “Nothing.  
Nothing is in my mouth.” 

Then she came toward me, and I quickly tried to hide all of the 
evidence, which was impossible. Have you ever tried to swallow 100 
sunflower seeds in one gulp?  

I was busted. I didn’t want to get in trouble and face the 
consequences of my sin. But, mostly, I was terrified of disappointing 
my parents. My mother, in all of her righteous anger, loved me too 
much to let me get away with my wrongdoing. It wasn’t just that I 
stole. She wanted to get to the heart behind why I stole. Behind my 
sneaking, hiding, and covering up my wrong. 

Today I see the same patterns when my own children sin. Their 
first thought is to hide—to lie or deny what they did. Then they often 
blame—“She did it first,” or “He made me,” or “He deserved it.” It’s 
the Garden of Eden all over again—and the supermarket incident 
plopped right into my living room.  

As I discipline their choice, I try very hard to spend a few minutes 
in conversation about the heart of the matter—the why of what 
they did. Were they angry? Were they trying to retaliate? Were they 
seeking their own way? Many times they can’t explain why they did 
the wrong they did. Even the apostle Paul struggled with this, and 
he was a grown-up! He wrote, “For I have the desire to do what is 
good, but I cannot carry it out” (Romans 7: 18).

Just like Adam and Even in the garden that fateful day, our 
children will sin, and they will make mistakes, just like we do. But 
do they know God’s love for them is unconditional? That it doesn’t 
change because of their sins and actions? As parents, let’s not be 
surprised that our kids sinned (because we all do). Instead, let’s help 
them to know how to re-engage with God after they’ve done wrong. 
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family time

prayer

Some things to keep in mind as you shepherd your children in this area:

 1. Take the time to talk through what happened. Describe the situation. Empathize with your child’s feelings.  

  2. Mirror back to your child the state of her heart. “You were angry with your brother, weren’t you? It’s OK to be angry. But 
even when we’re angry, we can’t retaliate.”  

  3. Offer your child forgiveness, and don’t “keep score.” When a child is aware of his wrongdoing, you don’t need to rub his 
nose in it. Forgive him and move on. This is what God does with us.

  4. Don’t try to be the Holy Spirit in your child’s life. You can discipline the behavior and reflect the state of the heart. 
But the Holy Spirit, along with your love, ultimately brings a child to sincere repentance. Many times I want to force my 
children and shame them into understanding the gravity of their sin. But since I’m a sinner too, this isn’t my job!

  5. Tell your child you love her. Squat down, look her in the eye, and tell her you love her no matter what. Ask for a hug and 
choose forgiveness. Your child isn’t perfect, and neither are you.  

On that fateful day in the supermarket, my mom pinched my cheeks and sunflower seeds came pouring out. She chastised me 
and made me walk to the cashier and confess my wrongdoing. I stood in my guilt as she reminded me that we can’t always get what 
we want, and that God sees everything we do. And when I told her I was sorry, she forgave me, told me she loved me, and gave me a 
huge hug, and we “turned the page” together. I haven’t forgotten it to this day.  

by Karen E. Yates

Hanging Heart Mobile 
What You’ll Need:
Heavy red paper or red card stock, pencil, scissors, string, 
tape, wire coat hanger, yarn

What You’ll Do:
•  Start by bending a wire coat hanger so it looks like a 

helicopter blade with a hook at the end.

•  Weave the yarn around the hanger, covering it as much 
as possible.

•  On the red paper, draw five to ten hearts of various 
sizes. (For younger children, mom or dad could help 
draw the hearts.) As you draw each heart, remind your 
child how God knows everything about us, even the 
things hidden in our hearts. 

• Cut out each heart. 

•  Lay the string taut on the ground and tape the hearts to 
the string. 

•  Tie the ends of the string to the hanger. Spread out the 
hearts so they don’t touch one another, and try to make 
sure your hearts don’t line up horizontally. 

•  Hang the heart mobile in your child’s bedroom and 
remember to pray together often for God to create a 
“pure heart” (Psalm 51:10) in each member of your family.

simply twist hanger and wrap with yarn!
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family time recipe
family time

LEMON POPPY seed
BUNDT CAKE
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family time recipe
family time

Celebrating with our children after a “season of pain” is one of the greatest gifts we can 
give our children. It helps them understand that our heavenly Father always gives us a 
fresh start! This Lemon Poppy Seed Bundt Cake is a perfect way to remind kids that God 
celebrates with us when we make the choice to allow Him to get us on the corrected path. 

INGREDIENTS:

1 box “golden butter” cake mix

3/4 c. vegetable oil

1/2 c. granulated sugar

1/4 c. poppy seeds

8 oz. sour cream

4 eggs

DIRECTIONS:

Using an electric mixer, mix the cake mix, 
vegetable oil, sugar, poppy seeds, and sour cream.

One at a time, add the eggs. 

Bake at 350 degrees Fahrenheit for 40 to 45 
minutes in a well-greased Bundt pan.

Mix together glaze ingredients and pour over 
warm cake.

Glaze:

1 c. powdered sugar

1 tsp. grated lemon rind

Juice from 2 medium lemons (approx. ½1/2 c. of juice)

*  For an easy metric conversion chart, search  
the Internet for “metric kitchen.”

yummy!
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Celebrate spring and fresh starts by 
making these new life chicks. Allow your 
children to place the eyes, beaks, and feet 
of these adorable snacks and enjoy eating 
them together as a family!

Yields 12 servings

Prep/Total Time: 25 min.

INGREDIENTS:

• 1 doz. eggs

• 24 capers

• 6 baby carrots

½• 1/2  c. mayonnaise

• 2 tsp. white vinegar

• 2 tsp. yellow mustard

• 1/4  tsp. salt

• black pepper to taste

kids in the kitchen
family time

NEW LIFE
CHICKS

DIRECTIONS:

1. Hard-boil the eggs.

       No-Fail Hard-Boiling Method:

        Place the eggs in a single layer at the bottom of a large 
saucepan. Cover with at least one inch of cold water. Bring to a 
simmer over low heat and cook for one minute. Cover with a lid, 
turn off the heat, and allow the eggs to sit in the hot water for 
15 minutes. Then  pour out the warm water and cover the eggs 
with cold water. This will chill the eggs and make them easier 
to peel.

2. Cut a thin slice from the bottom of each egg so it sits flat. Cut off 
the top third of each egg. 

3. Carefully remove the egg yolks and place in a small bowl; 
mash with a fork. Add the mayonnaise, mustard, vinegar, salt, and 
pepper; stir until blended well. 

4. Spoon mixture into the egg white bottoms; replace tops.

5. Cut 24 feet and 12 beaks from the baby carrots. 

6. Gently press the capers into the filling for eyes; add beaks.

7. Place feet in front of chicks. 

8. Chill until serving time.
*  For an easy metric conversion chart, search  

the Internet for “metric kitchen.”
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conversation starters
family time

Sitting down and having a meal together is a great way to bond as 
a family. This conversation starter will provide a whole new way to 
enjoy your meals this month. 

• Start with the youngest family member.

• Encourage him to say a word related to a farm, such as egg.

•  Going around the table, have each person say a word related to 
the previous word. For example, the second person might say 
chicken, then the next person might say wings, then the next 
person airplane, then pilot, and so on.

• Go around the table several times.

•  Finally, ask the person who started the game if the last word relates 
to a farm. Did the words go off track?

•  Start again using a different category.  See how easy it is for your 
words to get off track. 

Remind your children that we each get off track at times, but God 
will always help us to get back on track and give us a fresh start.

STAY
on TRACK
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family time

game time

Trust in the LORD with all your 
heart and lean not on your own 
understanding; in all your ways 
submit to him, and he will make 
your paths straight. 
Proverbs 3:5–6
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ALL PLAY

• Sidewalk chalk or rope

• 4 chairs

• Hose or rope

• Blanket

• 6 soup cans (empty and cleaned)

• Wooden spoon

• Large mixing bowl

• 6 pairs of socks (rolled into balls)

family time

game time

Preparing the course:  
(Mix and match the following options to best fit your space, or add any other 

creative obstacles you’d like!)

1. Use sidewalk chalk or rope to create a starting line.

2. Set two chairs together back-to-back and put the blanket over 
the top to create a tunnel. Children will crawl through the tunnel.

3. Arrange the hose on the ground in a repeating s swirling 
pattern. Children will hop in each loop along the length of the hose.

4. Set one chair upright. Children will hop on and over the seat of 
the chair.

5. Stack six cans in a pyramid shape on the seat of a chair. Place 
the wooden spoon on the ground next to the chair, and place the 
bowl on the ground in front of the chair. Children will use the 
wooden spoon to poke the cans into the bowl. When they get three 
cans into the bowl, they can move on. If they don’t get three cans 
into the bowl, they must set up the missed cans back into a pyramid 
and try again.

6. Place the rolled socks into a pile and place the laundry basket 
a few feet away. Children will throw the sock balls into the basket. 
When they get four sock rolls into the basket, they can move on.

7. Place the ink pad on the ground and tape the white paper to a 
fence (or wall) about 10 feet away. Children will press their fingertips 
onto the ink pad, run to the fence or wall, make fingerprints with the 
ink on the paper, and then race to the finish line.

8. Use sidewalk chalk or rope to create a finish line.

BACKYARD
OBSTACLE COURSE

Activity: After you’ve prepared the course, tell your 
children to try to complete the course without any instructions. 
Some obstacles will be easy to figure out, but some will need some 
explanation. When the kids get stumped, they can ask you a yes or 
no question, and you’ll hold up the green paper for yes and the red 
paper for no. When every obstacle has been explained, children 
(and parents) can race to get the best time! 

Side Note: It’s OK if children get a little frustrated 
while learning the course, but if it’s taking too long to explain 
all of the instructions, skip the yes or no questions and give a 
straightforward explanation of each obstacle.

Discussion: One of the main aspects of 
COURSE CORRECTION is getting to the root of a problem 
and empowering our children toward spiritual transformation— 
identifying the motivation for our sin instead of just identifying the 
sin. Each activity represents choices we have in our lives. We can 
stumble blindly as we lean on our own understanding, hoping we 
make the best decision, or we can trust in the Lord to make our 
pathways straight. Talk about how frustrating it was to go through 
the obstacle course without instructions. Also talk about how 
rewarding it was for the kids to go through the course with clear 
instructions, conquering the course on their own. In the same way, 
we want our children to make the best decisions on their own, in 
accordance with the will of God in their lives.

by Kara Noel Lawson

• Laundry basket

• Ink pad

• Tape

• 1 sheet white paper

• 1 sheet green paper

• 1 sheet red paper

• Stopwatch

WHAT You’ll need:
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family time

god’s word

DO IT …  
Choose one of the things God said to build up His 
people in love. Write it out for your family to remember. 
You might write it on a chalkboard, a mirror, a sign for 
the refrigerator, or anything else that will be displayed in 
a prominent place in your home. (Read Zephaniah 3:17 
again if you’re stuck looking for a verse or phrase!)

In the New Testament, we see that Jesus loved to 
emphasize His relationship to God the Father. 
Similarly, Paul speaks of believers in Jesus as being 

adopted into God’s family (Romans 8:14–16). Jesus even 
speaks of His desire to gather His children together, 
like a hen gathers her chicks under her wings (Matthew 
23:37), which again shows God’s nurturing and parental 
heart for His children.

When we consider course correction or biblical 
discipline, it’s important to keep in mind that God is the 
ultimate parent. Though we’ll never come close to this 
reality in our own parenting, we can rest in the fact that 
God loves, provides for, and, yes, even disciplines His 
children out of His infinite perfection.

In the Old Testament, we get several glimpses of 
the process God used to discipline His people, the 
nation of Israel, as they (much like us) failed again 
and again. One such period of course correction is 
recorded by the prophet Zephaniah. In this book of 
prophecy, we can see God using the threefold process 
of course correction in disciplining His beloved and 
chosen people. First, God calls into view their sin and 
introduces what will be a season of pain, during which 
they’ll be captured by their enemies and exiled from 
their land. If God had left them in that state, it would 
have been punishment. However, punishment is the 
opposite of biblical discipline or course correction, 
because at its core is the desire to inflict pain, not to 
bring healing. However, instead of leaving His people 
in exile, God chose to build them up in love—the 
second step of the threefold process—and then give 
them a vision of a corrected path, the third step in the 
threefold process.

In His perfect parental love, God led the people 
of Israel into a season of pain and then faithfully 
carried them through it, bringing them once more 
into their land. God ultimately gave them (and us) a 
complete fresh start and newness of life by sending 
Jesus, His only Son. Jesus took on the fullness of our 
deserved punishment for sin to end our relational and 
spiritual exile, and in doing so, He enabled us to be in 
relationship with Him as His children.

by Emily Ganzfried

HEAR IT …
As a family, read through the following passages from 
Zephaniah and discuss the threefold process of course 
correction that God uses to discipline His people. 
Remember, the first step is a season of pain, the second 
step is a building up in love, and the third step is the 
vision of a corrected path. 

• Read Zephaniah 1:4–6 and 1:12. What were the sins 
that deserved a season of pain (worshipping false gods, 
not seeking the Lord, being complacent, thinking God 
won’t do anything about their sin)?

• Read Zephaniah 3:14–17. What words did God use to 
build up His people in love? 

• Read Zephaniah 3:9 and 3:18–20. What words did God 
use to paint a vision of a corrected path?

THREefold
PROCESS
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TIME
traditions

family time

I’ve noticed that COURSE CORRECTION 
seems to be a very popular environment 
every time it rolls around in HomeFront or as 
a part of the Spiritual Parenting class we host 
at our church. The last class I hosted was no 
different, and the parents seemed to sit up a 
little straighter in anticipation of what they were 
about to hear. Each parent in the class realized 
his role in helping his child unite with God’s 
purpose for her life. After we shared our aha 
moments following the DVD, one parent shared 
a story that embodied the environment of 
COURSE CORRECTION perfectly.

This single mom began to share how she’s 
approached discipline over the years. She was 
excited to have a new vocabulary to describe 
how she feels God has led her to course correct 
her daughter’s heart and behaviors. Whenever 
she feels that she needs to have a conversation 
with her daughter about her behavior, she 
begins by directing her into a time of prayer. 
This mom recognizes that the Holy Spirit is the 
teacher, and that through prayer she is leading 
her daughter into the presence of God. She 
desires that her daughter develop the habit of 
listening to God for her course.

Following this time, both mom and daughter 
sit down together and discuss the action that 
was wrong, the heart behind it, and why that 
heart wasn’t pleasing to God. More often 
than not, it’s the child who actually leads this 
conversation, a fact that can be attributed to 
the work of the Holy Spirit in her life.  

Finally, when the new course has been 
charted and the old course is understood as 
incorrect, the mom celebrates the new course 
with her daughter. From dance parties to a 
favorite little snack, this mom is cementing a 
positive landmark in her child’s life. She knows 
that she can rejoice because God always 
desires for us to come back to Him and rest in 
His faithfulness.

Consider making this a new family tradition. 
Plan ahead and purchase some party supplies or 
small treats as a way to celebrate the fresh start 
that God gives us after we’ve listened to Him and 
returned to the corrected path.

by Kyle Zimmerman

TIME
to partyto party
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family time

worship

The chair. The dreaded chair was a seemingly unfortunate part of my childhood. 
It was where I was sent to receive my punishment for disobedience. As a child, I was 
afraid of that chair. Now, looking back from the perspective of a parent, I’ve grown to 
understand and even appreciate the chair. It took me becoming a parent to see its 
spiritual significance. 

My child eyes saw the chair as a negative place of, well, pain. My adult eyes see it as 
a seat of grace, a catalyst for change, and a sign of love. My parents had a united front 
and implemented a consistent three-step routine when it came to discipline: talk, pray, 
and discipline. Mom and Dad made every effort to help me understand the why behind 
what they were doing—it was for my good, my benefit. That’s not an easy concept for 
a child to understand, but planting those seeds of truth—and being consistent in the 
watering of them—did eventually result in awareness and growth.

My husband and I have tried our best to imitate my parents’ example with our 
two children. It’s not always easy to follow through with discipline and consequences 
in the moment. But, as parents, it’s imperative that we see beyond today and realize 
we’re building a foundation for our kids’ tomorrow. Hebrews 12:11 says, “No discipline 
seems pleasant at the time, but painful. Later on, however, it produces a harvest of 
righteousness and peace for those who have been trained by it.” 

When our kids disobey and it’s time for us to follow through with discipline, we can 
help them see the heart of Jesus by following these three steps:

 •  Talking about it. We talk about what they did and why it was wrong, and we look at 
Scripture for support. 

•  Praying about it. We pray for them, over them, and with them. We invite them to 
pray as well, offering a time of repentance and forgiveness. 

•  Following through. Administer the consequence in love. Be firm. It’s imperative that 
you are consistent. 

Taking time to work through these steps together as a family can be a beautiful act 
of worship. We’re forming the framework that will help to cultivate an understanding 
of discipline, the awareness of the need for repentance and forgiveness, and the joy of 
growth. We honor God when we honor obedience to His Word.

Click here or go to the itunes store to download a copy of “Beauty for Ashes.” 
Together, as a family, listen to the song. Ask your children to list some of the ways God 
can bring beauty out of a season of pain. Remind them that God desires to heal us and 
bring something beautiful out of our lives.

by Crystal Lewis

Beauty
FOR ASHES

Beauty for Ashes
by Randy L. Scruggs and John W. Thompson

He gives beauty for ashes 
Strength for fear 
Gladness for mourning 
Peace for despair 

When sorrow seems to surround you 
When suffering hangs heavy over 
your head 
Know that tomorrow brings 
Wholeness and healing 
God knows your need 
Just believe what He said 

He gives beauty for ashes 
Strength for fear
Gladness for mourning 
Peace for despair 

When what you’ve done keeps you 
from moving on 
When fear wants to make itself at 
home in your heart 
Know that forgiveness brings 
Wholeness and healing 
God knows your need 
Just believe what He said 

He gives beauty for ashes 
Strength for fear
Gladness for mourning 
Peace for despair 

I once was lost but God has found me 
Though I was bound I’ve been set free 
I’ve been made righteous in His sight 
A display of His splendor all can see 

He gives beauty for ashes 
Strength for fear
Gladness for mourning 
Peace for despair
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blessing
family time

A blessing can be a prayer of commission, a Bible 
passage, or words of encouragement. Blessings can 
be spoken over a child for the purpose of declaring 

God’s protection, joy, and wisdom over him.

BLESS
Speak this blessing over your child:

(Child’s name), may you learn to trust the 
Lord in all circumstances. When you’re in 
need of a corrected path, remember that 
He loves you and always offers a fresh 
start.

PRAY
This month, pray Proverbs 3:5–6 over your 
children:

Trust in the Lord with all your heart and 
lean not on your own understanding; in all 
your ways submit to him, and he will make 
your paths straight.

As they grow, our children will hear a chorus of 
voices calling them in different directions and 
giving them a variety of opinions on how to live. It’s 
important that our children learn to recognize God’s 
voice of direction, understanding that His path is 
always the right path to follow. During the times our 
children need a change of direction, they can rest 
in the fact that even though course correction may 
be painful, the result is the forgiveness and fresh 
start that God offers.
by Alyson Crockett
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Let my heart be broken by the 
things that break the heart of God. 
Bob Pierce (founder of World Vision)

taking action
family time

KROCHET
KIDS
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When Kohl Crecelius was in high school, his older 
brother taught him how to crochet. Shortly thereafter 
he passed the skill on to his friends, Stewart and Travis, 
and they started a custom beanie business called 
Krochet Kids. 

Later, while in college, Stewart traveled to Uganda and 
learned of people who’d been living in government camps 
for more than 20 years due to a rebel army ravaging the 
northern part of the country. Entire generations grew 
up knowing only the camp and relying solely on the 
government and aid organizations for their every need. 
They were sick and tired of being dependent upon these 
operating bodies, and they wanted to work and provide 
for their own families. 

It was then that the three friends realized how 
simple and yet profound that their high school hobby 
could be. Crocheting products and being paid a fair 
wage could allow women in Uganda, for the first time, 
to provide for their families and begin planning for the 
future. By teaching these women to crochet, Kohl, Travis, 
and Stewart would be empowering them to rise above 
poverty. So the friends decided to do exactly that.

Halfway through college at this point, the three 
applied to become a nonprofit organization and began 
crocheting again to sell hats and share their vision for 
what they planned to do. In 2007, after countless Skype 
meetings and late nights, Kohl, Stewart, and Travis found 
themselves sitting in a simple brick hut with a group of 
Ugandan women and bags full of yarn. 

Today, more than 180 people in Uganda and Peru 
are working, receiving education, and being mentored 
toward a brighter future. The products created there 
have been well received in the United States, and the 
collaboration of the staff and beneficiaries around the 
globe has created a sustainable cycle of employment 
and empowerment.

Every Krochet Kids product is accompanied by a label 
that bears the signature of the person who made it. Not 
only does this showcase the uniqueness of each item, but 
it also allows supporters to visit the Krochet Kids website 
and get to know the people who made the products so 
the buyers can personally thank them. Interactions and 
connections like these can change the world. 

Taking time to learn about others transforms us, and 
our words of encouragement and support transform 
the artisans. The cycle grows and grows, resulting in 
empowerment through the creation and sale of fashion 
accessories made with authenticity and intentionality. 

by Sarah Goodfellow

Find out more by visiting krochetkids.org.

Taking Action tells the 
stories of ordinary 

people who saw 
injustices in the world 

and decided to do 
something about them.
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global
family time

DID YOU KNOW? 

•  Eighty percent of the world’s hand-stitched soccer balls are 
made in Pakistan.

•  The official and national sport of Pakistan is field hockey.

N

S
EW

Where in the World Is ...
PAKISTAN

To talk to your friends in Pakistan, you would  
speak Urdu and English.

TO GREET SOMEONE IN URDU, YOU WOULD SAY, 

“ASSALAM O ALAIKUM”  
(PRONOUNCED USS-LAH-MU-ALAY-KUM)

Awakening a compassionate heart and a global  
mindset in children for people beyond the  
boundaries of their own neighborhoods.

 Pakistan, a country located in southern Asia, 
encompasses 310,000 square miles. It’s bordered 
on the south by the Arabian Sea, on the west by 
Iran and Afghanistan, on the northeast by China, 
and on the east by India. 

More than 187 million people call Pakistan their 
home. 

If you lived in Pakistan, you would most likely 
eat chicken tandoori, or chicken cooked at a 
low temperature in a special large clay oven 
called a tandoor. You might also eat a dessert 
called shahi tukra, which is made with sliced 
bread, milk, cream, sugar, and saffron (a kind of 
spice). Pakistanis use a lot of herbs and spices 
in their cooking.  

If you went to religious services in Pakistan, you 
would likely go to a mosque, which is a place of 
worship for followers of Islam.

Pakistan got a fresh start when the country chose to separate 
from India and become independent on August 14, 1947. The 
name Pakistan means “land of the pure.” Since its independence, 
Pakistan has been involved in many wars and conflicts with 
India. However, in the last few years, there have been signs 
indicating that the two countries are on the path to peace. 
They’ve signed several agreements to facilitate cross-border 
business contacts to increase trade.

  NOW THAT WE KNOW THE 
LOCATION OF PAKISTAN,  
LET’S MEET ITS PEOPLE.

PAKISTAN
INDIA

AFGHANISTAN

IRAN

CHINA

ARABIAN
SEA POPULATION: 

187, 343,000

LANGUAGE:
Urdu and English

RELIGION:
97% Islam

2% Christianity
1% Hinduism
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INSPIRE: Parenting stories and 
devotions to spur you on and 

motivate you as you spiritually 
parent your children.

EQUIP: Resources to prepare you 
as you navigate through tough 

ages and tough topics.

SUPPORT: Walking alongside you 
to promote healthy marriages 

and answer your spiritual 
parenting and spiritual 

grandparenting questions. 
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the everyday parent blog
inspire

HOME ABOUT CONTACT

MORE >>

The Promised Land
by Kara Noel Lawson | March 2014

Sometimes I feel ill-equipped as a mother. Although a lot of people call me mother (I have four children, a 
Safe Family hosting, and a teenage foreign exchange student), I’ve only been a mother for seven years. And, 
well, we really don’t know how my children will turn out yet—but, hey, it’s not about perfect behavior, it’s 
about passionate hearts—right?

In just seven years, my parenting perspective has changed drastically. I liken the motherhood journey to the 
journey of Moses.

Obviously.

We have God’s people—slaves in Egypt. And Moses was working persistently to free the Israelites from 
Pharaoh and toward a goal. Plague after plague came until Pharaoh freed the Israelites. Those messy plagues 
sure did play a part in the goal. But success didn’t come when the people were freed; success was arrival in 
the Promised Land. Every one of Moses’ actions and decisions were influenced by his goal of reaching the 
Promised Land.

Flash forward to September 2006. There I was holding baby Eli in my arms—that ugly nine-pound, four-ounce 
zombo, troll, cone-head baby. I was a young mother with my first son. 

www.homefrontmag.com

With Eli, things were black and white, I was diligent about course correction, and everything was new and 
wonderful. My goal was to have a beautiful put-together family. I wanted to be the mom with well-behaved kids 
and for other people to think I had everything together as a wife and mother. 
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the everyday parent blog
inspire

HOME ABOUT CONTACT

I wanted to have the answers about parenting style, sleep training, discipline, and the best baby products. But 
all those things are the plagues. A necessary part of the journey—but just the journey. 

Only five short years later I was holding my fourth child in my arms. Tess, all cheeks and snuggles. And we 
stopped at Soup Plantation on the way home from the hospital. So much for everything being new the fourth 
time around. As much as I would still love to be thought of as the mom of the put-together family, I’m just 
happy if all of the kids have on pants at the grocery store. 

Of course, I’ve changed and grown as a person. I’m juggling more responsibilities, I’ve gained more experience, 
I’m more comfortable in the role of a mother. But the most significant change is that I now have different goals. 

I have my Promised Land. 

I’m less concerned with having a great well-behaved child and more concerned my children will become great 
parents some day.

I’m less concerned about people thinking I have all the answers and more concerned my children will make 
the right choices on their own.

I’m less concerned with having a beautiful family portrait and more concerned with my children being 
respected by their peers, teachers, and other parents. 

I want my children to experience authentic relationship with Jesus. To go through trials. To feel pain and hope. 
But, of course, to feel joy and perfect peace as well. 

I want to use my mistakes as training to give my children “level paths” for their lives (Hebrews 12:13a). And so 
much more. More, because God’s plan for their lives is far superior to my plan. Every day I’m choosing my 
actions and decisions to be a light in my land of promise, not the plagues.

www.homefrontmag.com
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tot time rhyme
equip

(ages 3 & under)

Repetition is fundamental to almost any learning style, so when you’re attempting to 
teach your children, use repetition! 

These commandments that I give you 
today are to be on your hearts. Impress 
them on your children. Talk about them 

when you sit at home and when you 
walk along the road, when you lie 

down and when you get up. 
Deuteronomy 6:6–7

lie down

sit a
t home

along the road

get up

sit at homesit at home      While sitting at home this month, teach your little one this precious 
rhyme to the tune of “This Old Man.”

Listen here when viewing on HomeFrontMag.com!
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Many of you remember “the sex talk” as an 
awkward conversation about what not to do. 
But what if you can offer your kids more? 
What if you can invite your kids to talk 
freely with you as they learn to understand 
sex? What if you can tell your kids about 
something to reach for and not just turn 
away from? The Christian life is about so 
much more than whether or not your kid 
remains a virgin until the wedding night.  

Most of us remember the day and time 
we had the talk with our parents because 
we couldn’t wait for it to end. But now, here 
you are, and now you are Mom, you are 
Dad, and, yes, you have to have the talk. 
When? How? How much, how little, how 
soon? Is there any way you can make this a 
normal topic and still be sure that your child 
actually understands how to honor Jesus in 
her sexuality? And is there a script for this?  

Yes, there is.  

It’s a script that needs to be rehearsed 
every day, in the everyday moments, 
because guess what—sexuality is an 
everyday subject. Your kid—yes, the one 
you still see as a four-year-old with jam 
on her face—is inundated with sexual 
messages. Every. Day. Sex is an everyday 
topic. It’s one of many topics that should be 
a part of a normal pattern of conversation 
with your child to get and keep him on 
track. Those normal conversations should 
lead your children to establish you, in your 
kids’ minds, as the authorities on the topic of 
sex at an early age. Start young. 

The first step is establishing an 
overarching message of what you want 
your kids to know about sex from growing 
up in your home. For a Christian family, this 
might be as simple as—sex was created by 
God for marriage. Then everything you talk 
about should fall under that banner. With 

tough topics
equip

the middle
equip

(6th to 8th GRADE)
&

little kids, we can start with talking about the 
way plants reproduce (showing them seeds 
and fruit), using proper names for body 
parts, and tell kids about their birth stories. 
Kids tend to be curious about how they “got 
out” before they ask about how they “got in.” 
The earlier your kids think you’re an expert, 
the better off you are to have the more 
serious conversations later on.  

Mary Flo Ridley (author of Simple 
Truths) stresses that while we might think 
that by keeping the information out of our 
kids’ heads we’re protecting them, we’re 
really just leaving them open to believing 
whatever they hear first from someone 
else—and they will hear! When we fill up 
their minds with the truth sooner rather 
than later, they’ll have less space for the 
misinformation they’ll hear when they’re 
away from us. 

The idea is to teach kids about the 
biological side of sex first, and then, when 
they’re about a year out from puberty, 
talk about the “pleasures and dangers.”  
It doesn’t mean having inappropriately 
open conversations, and parents need to 
be sure to deal with their own baggage 
first. Simply, be the expert, dazzle them 
with your knowledge, and always welcome 
questions and do your best to answer them 
calmly. If we want our kids to listen to us 
when it’s time to sit down and talk about 
pornography, same-sex marriage, or peer 
pressure, it really matters if we’ve been a 
reliable source from the beginning.  

The sex talk specifically is made most 
awkward when it’s the only talk you have 
with your kids about their lives. Make it 
normal to talk to your kids about how to live 
for Christ in all everyday things—money, 
language, friendships—so that the sex talk 
follows a normal pattern, such as:  

1.  What did God design/intend for 
[money, language, time, sex]?  

Help your child understand the 
beauty of what God has created for 
His good purpose.

2.  How can our selfishness interfere 
with what God intended?

Tell your child about the ways 
selfishness can interfere with what 
God intends for us and can get us off 
track of God’s best for our lives. When 
it comes to sex, don’t boil it down to 
virginity, as if there’s a line in heaven 
for virgins and another for nonvirgins 
(spoiler alert: there’s not).  

3.  How can God redeem through 
our broken past?

The world is full of broken pieces. 
Did you know that almost half of kids 
have had a sexual experience before 
their parents talk to them about sex? 
Chances are, your child has either 
experienced something sexual or 
knows someone who has. Kids need to 
know that God redeems. Every choice. 
Every day. In everything. 

Giving your child the vision of a 
correct path is one of the best gifts 
you can give him. Be sure that when 
it’s time for the big talk, your kids don’t 
just get awkward memories out of it. 
Instead, be sure they’re a part of an 
ongoing normal conversation between 
parent and child about how to honor 
Christ with all aspects of our lives.  

by Megan Marshman

THE TALK:
How to Make it Normal and Cast 
Vision for a Correct Path
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marriage
support

O ftentimes, when I think of living 
in the environment of COURSE 
CORRECTION, it’s in regards to others. 

My staff at work, my kids, characters I see in 
Scripture, or, sometimes, other parents’ kids 
who could, in my opinion, use a little more 
course correcting. Rarely do I think about 
this environment in relation to myself or, 
even moreso, my marriage. If I’m honest, I 
don’t want to experience course correction, 
no matter how good the results might be 
in the end, because the journey is always 
painful.

During the last few years my wife and I 
have seen God move more and more within 
our neighborhood. Significant relationships 
have been built on our street, and we 
believe God firmly planted us here for a 
reason. Throughout this time we’ve viewed 
ourselves through the lens of 2 Corinthians 
5:20—we’re to be Christ’s ambassadors, 
those given the ministry of reconciliation 
in order to put Jesus on display to a street 
that knows nothing of Him. We’ve shed tears 
with our neighbors, celebrated new jobs and 
children, discussed politics and parenting, 
gone through cancer scares, and mourned 
death together. It’s been a beautiful picture 
of community and a chance for our family 
to let Jesus be seen in our simple lives. As 
we come up on a decade in our home, and 

Discerning GOD’s
VOICE TOGETHER

a decade of living life with these neighbors, 
we never thought Jesus would call us to 
leave our neighborhood.

Just over a month ago now the Holy Spirit 
spoke. We clearly recognized that familiar 
voice we’ve come to know so well over the 
years. It’s a voice we trust and have come to 
rely on in our marriage. Even so, when we 
considered leaving our home and community, 
we felt a fair amount of pain and sadness at 
the prospect of severing relationships and 
leaving the home in which our kids have 
grown up. We didn’t know what would come 
next or where we would land.

As we stepped into this more fully, we 
had tearful conversations with each of 
our neighbors before the “For Sale” sign 
went up. My wife and I found ourselves 
disoriented, questioning, lacking faith, and, 
on a good day, feeling less than unified with 
each other. 

What potentially should have been 
something to celebrate—the movement of 
God in our lives—only seemed to usher in a 
season of pain and disorientation. This left 
us with a lot more questions than answers. 
During this time my wife and I had to fight 
for each other. I remember one night when 
I was exhausted from a long day at work 
and my wife was tired from being with the 
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kids all day. We were on the edge of a fight. 
We ended up pausing for a few moments 
in the kitchen. As we looked at each other, 
God-given words somehow came out of my 
mouth. “I’m sorry,” I said. “We’re going to 
need to be gracious and patient with one 
another in this season.” Those words held 
more power than I knew. They have marked 
the rest of this season for us. It’s amazing 
what an apology and a desire to be gracious 
and patient with one another will do.  

If you’re anything like us, in seasons 
of pain we often turn and focus our hurt 
on one another. What might it look like 
for you to pause, apologize, and verbalize 
together what you need the next time you 
find yourself in this situation? Is it grace, 
patience, forgiveness, or courage? Consider 
pausing to listen, and ask the Spirit of God 
to reveal what you need for each other in 
this season. He will be faithful to answer.

As we found ourselves in this new reality, 
we started to sense a shift in how God 
was dealing with us. He started to speak 
again. Separately, and at random times 
and places, we felt Him start to build us 
up in His love. Coworkers, members of our 
church, and even random strangers started 
to speak faith into us, affirm God’s care of 
us, and remind us of God’s faithfulness. It 
was also in the quiet moments of wrestling 
with God that we experienced His love 
and care. He was building us up in His love. 
Here we found strength for each other. 
And although much of the sadness is still 
there, the disorientation is fleeing and a new 
envisioned future is becoming clear.

As I write this, we still don’t know 
where we’ll be living, what our new 
neighborhood community will look like, 
or even what all of the details of my job 
will be. But we’re confident of this: God 
has a new path for us to walk on, a new 
envisioned future for our family, and we 

trust Him. And through this we’ve learned how to 
hear and discern God’s voice together as a couple. 
This has been huge for our marriage.  

For us, in the past 11 years, we haven’t experienced 
many moments like this, but when we’ve experienced 
God speaking, it’s been marked by unity and peace 
every time. This fact gives us confidence to fight for 
each other in our seasons of pain, remain steadfast in 
the seasons of being built up, and remain hopeful for 
the envisioned future.

My prayer is that you would learn how God speaks to 
you as a couple and you would walk confidently on the 
new paths He has before you.

by Kit Rae
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Q: If punishment’s goal is God’s 
wrath, then according to the verses in 
Hebrews 12, what is the goal of course 
correction or biblical discipline?

A: It is found in the last word of 
Hebrews 12:13: healed. The end goal for us 
as parents is to conduct God’s discipline in 
our children’s lives in such a way that they 
experience healing from their sin. 

If we can embrace this reality in our 
homes, then our children, through Christ, 
will ultimately experience spiritual healing. 
Few people will acknowledge feeling just as 
loved in their sin as they do in their success. 
But this is a biblical concept for those who are 
in Christ. There is nothing that can separate 
us from God’s love (Romans 8:38–39). Our 
standing with God is not shaken when we 
need correction; rather, our heart needs 
healing. What better time to receive love than 
when you are wounded? What would it look 
like for our children to experience such grace? 

spiritual parenting
support

Michelle
Anthony

Q: Why must biblical discipline always 
be painful?

A: Hebrews 12 outlines a three-step process 
for course correction. In verse 11, it says, “No 
discipline seems pleasant at the time, but painful.” 
The first step is pain. Now you might say, “Well, 
pain actually sounds the same as God’s wrath—that 
doesn’t sound like healing.” But, in reality, true 
healing starts with pain. So the first step to biblical 
discipline or course correction is to determine pain. 

We need God to figure this part out, because 
each child is wired differently, and pain for one 
child is different from pain for another child. But 
what happens in our homes is that we adopt a 
parenting model, and we say that in our home we 
don’t spank, or in our home we only spank, or in 
our home we do time-outs, and so on. But, what I’d 
encourage you to do is to think back to Proverbs 
22:6, which urges us to “start children off on the 
way they should go.” As you take into account the 
personality and inner makeup of your child and 
how she responds to you and to circumstances, then 
you can identify what pain is for her. You adopt a 
child-specific discipline model. 

Think about it: This is the way God deals with 
us. God doesn’t just sit in heaven and say, “All 
you millions and billions of people: This is the 
predetermined path if you disobey,” as if we are 
all like cattle walking through life. Instead, He 
customizes specific life experiences, specific trials, 
and very loving environments for us as individuals. 
We can’t get there without pain—we have to 
experience the pain.

Inbox w/
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spiritual grandparenting
support

THE BEAUTY
of peRSPECTIVE

Learn from the 
mistakes of others. 
You can’t live long 
enough to make them 
all yourself.
Eleanor Roosevelt

For years this quote from Eleanor Roosevelt 
hung on the refrigerator in my childhood 
home. It was written in my mother’s 
handwriting. I still have that small piece of 
paper today. My mom has passed away, but I 
can’t tell you how often I wish she were here 
to glean the wisdom of how to live a life that 
honors God. To, as the quote says, “learn 
from her mistakes” and gain perspective on 
what she had experienced in her own life. 
This wasn’t always my story though—nor 
was it the story of my oldest child. 

I remember it clearly. I was standing in 
my kitchen with my then-teenage daughter 
who was questioning what I deemed to be 
God’s best for her life. I passionately shared 
with her how I had made a poor decision 
in that specific area of my own life and 
had experienced a long season of pain as 
God lovingly got me back on track. Her 
response? “Why should I listen to you? You 
messed up!”

I explained further, “If I had been in an 
accident at the intersection of two roads and 
knew there was a terrible blind spot at that 
intersection, what type of parent would I 
be to not warn you of that blind spot?” She 
thought for a minute and said, “I guess I will 
just have to find out if I believe there is a 
blind spot there or not.”

She was not willing to listen to my advice. She was stubborn, 
strong-willed, and a person who had to experience mistakes herself 
to learn from them. I knew this personality well—it hadn’t fallen far 
from the tree. She was exactly like me, and I knew I would have to 
be there to pick up the pieces of her poor choices exactly like my 
own mother had done with me. 

Chances are high that we will witness our children and 
grandchildren having their courses corrected. It is painful to watch 
and even more painful to lovingly share with them and have them 
reject our wisdom and experience. Oftentimes this is even more 
difficult for us than when we experienced our own season of pain 
the first time around. 

This is when our faith kicks in—knowing there is a loving God 
who hears our pleas for help. He loves our adult children and, 
consequently, our grandchildren more than we do. He wants the 
best for them more than we can fathom. This is why He builds them 
up in love and takes the time to correct their paths after they have 
made decisions that are in direct opposition to His best for their 
lives. And, let’s be honest, the reason we know this is true is because 
we have seen Him do this time and time again in our own lives. 

We need to be transparent and start from an early age sharing 
with them that God has a plan for their lives. We need to pray for 
divine truths to be written on their hearts. And we need to be there 
to show them love and grace when they’re in their season of pain—
just like God does for us.
by Debbie Guinn
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10 
ENVIRONMENTS
Below you'll find a brief explanation of each environment.

   Storytelling
    The power of The Big God Story impacts our lives by 

giving us an accurate and awe-inspiring perspective of 
how God has been moving throughout history. It is the 
story of redemption, salvation, and hope and tells how I 
have been grafted into it by grace. It further compels us to 
see how God is using every person’s life and is creating a 
unique story that deserves to be told for His glory.

“God’s family cares for 
each other and worships 
God together.”

Faith 
Community
God designed us to live in 
community and to experience 
Him in ways that can only happen 
in proximity to one another. The 
faith community serves to create 
an environment to equip and 
disciple parents, to celebrate 
God’s faithfulness, and to bring 
a richness of worship through 
tradition and rituals, which offer 
children an identity. Our love for 
each other reflects the love we 
have received from God.

“I belong to God, and He 
loves me!”

Identity
This environment highlights 
who we are in Christ. According 
to Ephesians 1, we have been 
chosen, adopted, redeemed, 
sealed, and given an inheritance 
in Christ … all of which we did 
nothing to earn. This conviction 
allows children to stand firm 
against the destructive counter 
identities the world will offer.

   Serving
    This posture of the heart asks the question, “What 

needs to be done?” It allows the Holy Spirit to cultivate a 
sensitivity to others and focuses on a cause bigger than 
one individual life. It helps fulfill the mandate that as 
Christ followers we are to view our lives as living sacrifices 
that we generously give away!

   Out of the
   Comfort Zone
      As children are challenged to step out of their comfort 

zones from an early age, they learn to experience a 
dependence on the Holy Spirit to equip and strengthen 
them beyond their natural abilities and desires. We 
believe this environment will cultivate a generation 
that, instead of seeking comfort, seeks a radical life of 
faith in Christ. 

“God has a big 
story, and I can 
be a part of it!”

“Asks the question, 
‘What needs to be 

done?’”

“God transforms 
me when I step 

out in faith.”

1
4
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IT IS OUR PRAYER THAT 
HOMES AND CHURCHES 
WOULD CREATE THESE 
ENVIRONMENTS FOR 
CHILDREN TO LIVE IN 
SO THEIR FAITH WILL 
GROW IN A COMMUNITY 
OF CONSISTENCY, 
COMMON LANGUAGE, 
AND PRACTICE. TO LEARN 
MORE ABOUT HOW THESE 
ENVIRONMENTS CAN 
IGNITE A TRANSFORMING 
FAITH IN YOUR FAMILY, WE 
SUGGEST YOU READ: 

 

SPIRITUAL PARENTING:
An Awakening for Today’s Families

BY MICHELLE ANTHONY 
© 2010 DAVID C COOK 

   Course Correction
    This environment flows out of Hebrews 12:11–13 and is the direct 

opposite of punishment. Instead, biblical discipline for a child 
encompasses a season of pain, the building up in love, and a 
vision of a corrected path for the individual with the purpose of 
healing at its core.  

   Love/Respect
    Without love, our faith becomes futile. This environment 

recognizes that children need an environment of love and 
respect in order to be free to both receive and give God’s grace. 
Key to this environment is the value that children are respected 
because they embody the image of God. We must speak to them, 
not at them, and we must commit to an environment where love 
and acceptance are never withheld due to one’s behavior.

“God has entrusted  
me with the things and 
people He created  
around me.”

Responsibility
This environment captures the 
ability to take ownership for one’s 
life, gifts, and resources before 
God. A child must be challenged 
to take responsibility for his or her 
brothers and sisters in Christ, as 
well as for those who are spiritually 
lost. Our hope is that the Holy 
Spirit will use this environment to 
allow each child to understand that 
God has entrusted His world to us.

   Knowing
    Nothing could be more important than knowing and being 

known by God. We live in a world that denies absolute truth, but 
God’s Word offers just that. As we create an environment that 
upholds and displays God’s truth, we give children a foundation 
based on knowing God, believing His Word, and cultivating a 
relationship with Him through Christ. God is holy, mighty, and 
awesome, yet He has chosen to make Himself known to us!

   Modeling
    Biblical content needs a practical living expression in order 

for it to be spiritually impacting. This environment serves as 
a hands-on example of what it means for children to put their 
faith into action. Modeling puts flesh on faith and reminds us 
that others are watching to see if we live what we believe.

“God fills me with 
His love so I can 

give it away.”

“God knows  
me, and I can 
know Him.”

“I see Christ in 
others, and they 

can see Him  
in me.”

“When I get off 
track, God offers 

me a path of 
healing.”

8
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